
Starlight Closing
Thinking back to Bernard’s opening last week, you may not know that I was also born in Belize. 
I think Bernard and I may be twins that were separated at birth. No, I was not born in Belize, I 
just said that to make Bernard laugh. But I must say that I was struck by his story last week and 
his journey is so relevant to Emmy’s journey from old home to new home.
 
Starlight. This novel was Unfinished. Some of you will have read the Lois Lowry YA novel The 
Giver. The conclusion of the novel is deliciously ambiguous. So Lois prepared me for Starlight 
many years ago when I read the Giver by asking me to accept not knowing. Life is ambiguous so 
we need to be ok in ambiguity.
One of our themes was truth and reconciliation, so how does truth and reconciliation tie in? 
Perhaps we have to leave that in ambiguity as well. I have no answer so will leave that with you.
 
Several people have noted Les Miserables parallels. I have no doubt that Wagamese knew the 
story: for those who don’t know it, (talk about Valjean and Javert). Jean Valjean is offered 
forgiveness and he starts life anew. Late in the story, when Valjean offers Javert a similar 
forgiveness and chance to start over, he cannot be open to that possibility and ends his life. 
Emmy accepted a second chance; Starlight saw her not as she had been but as she could be. 
Would Cadotte have rejected beauty as Javert did? They were on the opposite side of the law, but 
the same side of vengeance.
 
So what might the ending have been? We can be ok with ambiguity and still play with possible 
endings. I’d like to conglomerate the suggestions several of us made around a wilderness climax. 
Cadotte follows Emmy and Starlight into the wilderness and there is eventually a confrontation. 
Emmy’s training comes to fruition as she realizes violence will not bring her peace; Wagemese 
always seems to tend toward reconciliation. She somehow releases Cadotte. I think Ken 
suggested that Cadotte is then left far from civilization where he must either bend to more natural 
ways of existing or perish out there. Who knows what the Richard’s ending would have been but 
let’s be ok just imagining and not being sure.
 
Since I mentioned Bernard to begin with, I’d better mention Sheryl’s closing last week to 
maintain family harmony over there. In fact I am just going to steal Sheryl’s closing thought 
because it seems to be such a perfect close to this whole study: What would RW say to us? - say 
yes! Say yes to another book study. Say yes to ambiguity. Say yes to telling stories. Say yes to 
getting to know ourselves better. Say yes if someone asks you to join them for coffee or dinner. 
Say yes if someone asks you for help (especially if it involves a Volkswagen). Say yes to stories 
and storytelling. Say yes to reconciliation. Just say yes.
 
Thanks to all of you for your wonderful, thoughtful contributions. And a huge thanks to our 
organizers for everything they have invested to make this happen. It has been an unambiguous 
success! Amen!


